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Important information
This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by Aker Clean Hydrogen AS (the "Company“, and with subsidiaries the “Group”), except where context otherwise requires, solely for information purposes. This Presentation, and the
information contained herein, does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities of the Company and neither the issue of the materials nor anything contained herein shall
form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with, or act as an inducement to enter into, any investment activity. and do not constitute or form part of any offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase, sell or subscribe for any securities
in any jurisdiction.
This Presentation is furnished by the Company, and it is expressly noted that no representation, warranty, or undertaking, express or implied, is made by the Company its affiliates or representative directors, officers, employees, agents or
advisers (collectively "Representatives") as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or the opinions contained herein, for any purpose whatsoever. Neither the Company nor
any of its affiliates or representatives shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever (for negligence or otherwise) for any loss whatsoever and howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in
connection with this Presentation. The Presentation comprise a general summary of certain matters in connection with the Group, and do not purport to contain all of the information that any recipient may require to make an investment
decision. These materials have not been approved, reviewed or registered with any public authority or stock exchange. By attending a Presentation meeting or receiving these materials, you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for
your own assessment of the Company, the Group and its market position, and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the Company and its prospects. Each recipient should seek its own
independent advice in relation to any financial, legal, tax, accounting or other specialist advice.
This Presentation speaks as of the date hereof. All information in this Presentation is subject to updating, revision, verification, correction, completion, amendment and may change materially and without notice. None of the Company or its
affiliates or representatives undertakes any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or any information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information. The information
contained in this Presentation should be considered in the context of the circumstances prevailing at the time and has not been, and will not be, updated to reflect developments that may occur after the date of this Presentation. These materials
do not purport to contain a complete description of the Group or the market(s) in which the Group operates, nor do they provide an audited valuation of the Group. The analyses contained in these materials are not, and do not purport to be,
appraisals of the assets, stock or business of the Group or any other person. The Company has not authorized any other person to provide any persons with any other information related to the Group and ACH will not assume any responsibility
for any information other persons may provide.
Matters discussed in this Presentation may constitute or include forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts and may include, without limitation, any statements preceded by, followed by
or including words such as “aims”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “can have”, “continues”, “could”, “estimates”, “expects”, “intends”, “likely”, “may”, “plans”, “forecasts”, “projects”, “should”, “target” “will”, “would” and words or expressions of similar
meaning or the negative thereof. These forward-looking statements reflect the Company's beliefs, intentions and current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company’s potential future revenues, results of operations, financial
condition, liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. The
forward-looking statements in this Presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, in turn, upon further assumptions that may not be accurate or technically correct, and their methodology may be forward-looking
and speculative. Although the Company believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made, these assumptions are inherently subject to significant known and unknown risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors
which are difficult or impossible to predict and are beyond its control. None of the Company or any of its Representatives provide any assurance that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor do any
of them accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the opinions expressed in this Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. Forward-looking statements are not guaranteeing of future performance and such
risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors could cause the actual results of operations, financial condition and liquidity of the Company or the industry to differ materially from those results expressed or implied in this
Presentation by such forward-looking statements. No representation is made that any of these forward-looking statements or forecasts will come to pass or that any forecast result will be achieved, and you are cautioned not to place any undue
influence on any forward-looking statement. Furthermore, information about past performance given in these materials is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as, and is not, an indication of future performance.
These materials are not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to local laws or regulations, and by accepting these materials, each recipient confirms that it is able to
receive them without contravention of any unfulfilled registration requirements or other legal or regulatory restrictions in the jurisdiction in which such recipients resides or conducts business. In member states of the European Economic Area
(“EEA”), the materials are directed at persons, who are “qualified investors” as defined in Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129, as amended) (“Qualified Investors”), and in the United Kingdom only at (i) persons
having professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of "investment professionals" in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order"); or (ii)
high net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order; or (iii) other persons to whom it may otherwise be lawfully communicated. The materials do not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any
securities in the United States, and the securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act") and may not be offered or sold within the United States absent
registration or an applicable exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. The materials are not for general distribution in or into the United States of America, but directed only at persons
reasonably believed to be a "qualified institutional buyer", as defined in the Securities Act.
This Presentation is subject to Norwegian law, and any dispute arising in respect thereof is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Norwegian courts with Oslo city court (Nw: Oslo tingrett) as agreed exclusive venue
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Aker Clean Hydrogen in brief

Integrated
clean hydrogen
producer

>1.8 GW net capacity
project & prospect
portfolio

Target of 5.0 GW
net installed clean
hydrogen capacity in 2030

Develop, build, own,
and operate
hydrogen facilities

Projects and prospects in
Norway, Chile,
and Uruguay

Meaningful impact of
reducing 9.4 million tons
CO2 emissions per year
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Targeting hard to abate sectors in a structured approach
TARGETED SECTORS

+

TARGETED APPLICATIONS

+

STRUCTURED APPROACH

Ammonia

Methanol

Shipping

Refineries

…

Steel plants
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Slide 5

Affordable hydrogen made safe and easy
Enabling efficiencies across the hydrogen value chain
INTEGRATED HYDROGEN PRODUCER
Develop, build, own and operate hydrogen facilities

H2 production

Energy supply
OEM

EPC

Ops.

Conversion
and
storage

Midstream
(Infrastructure)

Leveraging
standardization,
digitalization and
partnerships across the
value chain to make it

Applying HSSE culture,
toolbox and solutions
from our oil & gas and
industrial heritage to
make it

Understanding endusers’ technical and
commercial hurdles
and collaborate to
make the transition

affordable

safe

easy
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H2 Consumer
(End-user)

Example: Making ammonia easy for Longyearbyen
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Renewable energy
supply

Hydrogen /
Ammonia Plant

Midstream
(Infrastructure)

H2 Consumer
(End-user)

“Objective to decarbonise
1500 offgrid communities
in the Arctic”

Hva blir fremtidens energikilde for Svalbard, og hvem skal drifte det?1
Ammoniakk og solkraft er viktige stikkord. Det skal drives av et samarbeid mellom offentlige og
private aktører, og ha som mål å skape mest mulig lokale ringvirkninger. Berlevåg kommune
satser stort på produksjon av grønn ammoniakk, industriaktører i ZEEDS-prosjektet ser på
hvordan man kan få utviklet systemer for frakt og bunkring, Varanger kraft har en sentral rolle,
det samme vil lokalsamfunnet på Svalbard ha.
1.
2.
3.

Quote from current government in «Svalbardposten» article «Ammoniakk og solkraft er viktige stikkord» 4.9.2021
Quote from Longyearbyen local government in «Svalbardposten» article «Vil samarbeide om hydrogenløsning» 8.10.2020
Quote from «Teknisk ukeblad» article «Statsbudsjettet 2022: Nullutslippsløsning for Svalbard», October 2021

Vil samarbeide om hydrogen-løsning:2
– Kan kutte strømprisen med to tredjedeler
«Hydrogen fra Finnmark skal gi Svalbard miljøvennlig energi,
…
Det er mange trinn på veien dit. Det første, mener politikerne,
skal være en avtale med Varanger Kraft (GAB)) som
produserer hydrogen av fornybar energi i Berlevåg. Gassen
lagres i ammoniakk som senere kan brukes til
energiproduksjon. Produktet kalles grønn hydrogen.»
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ACH green ammonia plant | FEED ready solution

Multi contracting agreement with selected OEM’s

Key standardized
building blocks

Plant

Results

Electrolyser
stack

Simplified

TRU
container

Standardized

Production
module

Configurable

Control
system

Reduced
CAPEX

Substation

Reduced
delivery time

Ammonia
plant

Improved
safety
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Company
highlights
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Company highlights Q3

Project portfolio
developing
according to plan

✓ FID guiding on key projects
ready
More info. to follow in separate
slide

Continuing to
grow market funnel

✓ TuNur hydrogen and ammonia
prospect added in Tunisia

Building an
integrated
hydrogen producer

✓ Setting up an export logistics
solution from Norway to EU
✓ Exploring green ammonia
value chain for offshore
platform supply vessels
together with Aker BP

Driving
structured
cost reductions

✓ Secured competitive long-term
power agreement for the
Rjukan project
✓ Completed FEED-ready
standard 100 MW green
ammonia plant design with key
technology partners
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Actively maturing the market funnel
Net capacity

Opportunities

Pipeline

Prospects

Projects

Identified projects and
early phase dialogues

Active dialogue with
end-users and codevelopers

Initial phase
agreement signed1

Agreement signed
incl. identification of
facility sites1

1.3 GW

0.5 GW

3.5 GW

1.6 GW

(+0.1*)

✓ Added new project in
Tunisia

✓ Aukra ph. 1

* Change since last quarter
1. Agreements relating to projects and prospects include a mix of cooperation agreements and non-binding letters of intent setting out the purpose of the
parties’ cooperation to develop projects, but without firm obligations for the parties to execute the projects
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Construction
and operation
Financed, FID taken,
construction started

Project
developments
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Key projects progressing well

Progress last quarter

Project data

Hegra

Berlevåg

Aukra

CAPACITY: 480 MW
Concept select: 1H 2023
FID: 1H 2024
Partners: Yara, Statkraft

CAPACITY: 100 MW
Concept select:
FID: 2H 2022
Partners: Varanger Kraft,
(Wartsila, Grieg, Store Norske)

CAPACITY: 400-800 MW ph. 11
Concept select: 2H 2022
FID: 1H 2024
Partners: Shell, CapeOmega

CAPACITY: 40 MW
Concept select: Q1 2022
FID: 2H 2022
Partners: 100% ACH

CAPACITY: 600 MW ph. 12
Concept select: 1H 2022
FID: 1H 2025 (Land 1H 2022)
Partners: MRP

➢ HEGRA JV company
established
➢ Joint commercial and
execution team established
➢ Feasibility study progressing
as planned
➢ Strong and good dialogue
with stakeholders

➢ Good progress on securing
land, permits and licenses
➢ Firming up offtake in
regional shipping market
➢ Political support to convert
Longyearbyen powerplant to
ammonia (key offtaker
w/LoI)
➢ Preparing PPA negotiations
for back-up power from grid
➢ Ready to start FEED before
year end

➢ Pre-feasibility workstreams
kicked off well
➢ Strong local support
➢ Positive market
development in UK

➢ Secured competitive longterm power agreement
➢ Feasibility study concluded
➢ Offtake discussions
continue, progression on
major industrial offtaker
➢ Logistic analysis shows cost
efficient supply from Oslo to
Arendal (Industry, shipping
and mobility customers)

➢ Good progress on feasibility
study
➢ Screening and preparation
for land acquisition ongoing
➢ Initial discussions with off
take and infrastructure
partners

1.
2.

Up to 2600 MW in total for all phases
Up to 2400 MW in total for all phases (600 + 600 + 1200 MW)

Rjukan
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Chile

Hegra: Developing Europe’s largest industrial-scale green
ammonia facility
Key partners
Co-developer
partners

480 MW(1)

Value chain
partners

Green ammonia
Project highlights

33% ownership
▪ HEGRA JV company established
▪ Joint commercial and execution team established
▪ Feasibility study progressing as planned
▪ Strong and good dialogue with stakeholders

The picture is indicative and meant only for illustration purposes at this moment until proper design reviews have been executed in the team.
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Slide 14

Rjukan: Early mover project with competitive long-term power
agreement
Key partners
Value chain
partners

40 MW
Project highlights

Green Hydrogen

▪ Secured competitive long-term power agreement
▪ Agreement on land secured in cooperation with
Tinn Municipalities

100% ownership

▪ Offtake discussions continue, progression on
major industrial local offtaker
▪ Circular opportunity for surplus heat and oxygen,
discussed with local industrial players
▪ Logistic analysis made and shows cost efficient
transport of compressed hydrogen to customers
in a distance of approx 250 km from Rjukan
(including Oslo, Drammen, Herøya and Arendal)
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Hydrogen
market
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Clean hydrogen with clear path to cost competitiveness by 2030
Development of production costs of hydrogen (LCOH)2

Industrial-scale clean
hydrogen has a clear path
towards competitiveness
by 20301

USD / kg
hydrogen

Green hydrogen

7.0

5.0

Energy supply

4.0

Capex

3.0

Grey hydrogen

Green Hydrogen already at
attractive LCOH in 2021

6.0

LCOH, 2020

Blue hydrogen

3

Particularly favourable locations
and solutions in Norway and LatAm
where we start seeing really low
LCOH already now

Grey hydrogen price increasing
faster than anticipated
Grey hydrogen not competitive as
carbon prices move higher, natural
gas price is increasing and cost of
clean hydrogen is coming down

-60%
Operations

Distribution

2.0

1.0

LCOH, 2030

0.0
2020e

2030e

Note: Costs for hydrogen produced in new installation
Source: 1) Illustrative cost reduction roadmap for green hydrogen projects. Top quartile LCOH for projects sanctioned in 2020, 2) IEA Net Zero 2050 roadmap estimates
3) Assumes TTF price of USD 35/MMBTU and EUA at EUR60 per tonne

2040e
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2050e

Norway | Uniquely positioned for the hydrogen economy

Surplus and
stranded
green energy

Price spreads
and export
infrastructure

Government
ambitions

Strong energy
industry

Building cost
leadership

Hydrogen
export

New export
industry
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Well positioned for the Norwegian growth

North

Aker Clean Hydrogen involved in multiple projects
well-positioned for the Energy White Paper
ambition to achieve:

Green: Green Ammonia Berlevåg
Multiple origination initiatives in this area
with favorable hydropower and
established shipping routes

5 maritime infrastructure hub
1-2 Industry projects with global potential
5-10 pilots for cost efficient hydrogen technology

Mid
Green: Glomfjord & Meråker

Addressing a wide variety of off-take
opportunities for main products and spill products
▪

North-West

Local consumers (all)
▪

UK, EU
exports

Industry, shipping, ferries

Blue: Aukra Hydrogen Transition Hub

▪

Distribution to consumers in specific area (Arctic)

▪

Export to EU, UK

South

▪

Utilizing surplus heat and oxygen to enable adjacent
industries (farming, fish etc)

Green: Herøya & Rjukan

UK, EU
exports

EU
exports

Slide 19

Financials and
2021 priorities
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Building an integrated clean hydrogen producer on a strong
balance sheet
Key comments
• Revenue increases along with ACH project billings (hours)
• Materials, goods and services costs up, reflecting increased
project maturation efforts
• Salary and other personnel costs increases from last quarter along
with growing organization
• Other operating expenses lower, reflecting material start-up costs
in Q2
• Q3 operating loss of NOK 47m driven mainly by:
•
•
•
•
•

Maturing projects in the pipeline
Business development activity
Standardization
Digitalization
Developing an efficient supply chain and project execution model

• NOK 2.79bn in cash at the end of Q3

Note: See appendix for P&L, BS and CF statement
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Clear progress on 2021 priorities to drive growth
WELL-POSITIONED TO BECOME A LEADING
INTEGRATED HYDROGEN PRODUCER
2021 PRIORITIES

1

Remarkable growth potential in clean hydrogen for hard-to-abate industries

2

Unique capabilities and proven execution model to integrate value chain

3

1.8 GW portfolio of industrial hydrogen projects and prospects

Mature &
grow project
funnel

Building an
integrated
hydrogen producer

Drive structured
cost reduction

4

Already seeing USD 3.5 to 4.5/kg for green hydrogen in Norwegian project developments
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Q&A
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Appendix
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Consolidated financial statements

Slide
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Consolidated balance sheet

Slide
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Consolidated cash flow

Slide
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